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Lack of accommodation for modern HVAC equipment and 

airflow mean that installs can require using alternatives to 

conventional methods.

Boston’s 150 year old Cathedral Of the Holy Cross was in 

need of mechanical modernization and it was obvious from 

the outset that there were going to be some challenges 

presented by incorporating modern technology into 19th 

century stone building architecture. The sheer size of the 

space combined with a focus on maintaining the original 

aesthetics meant that some creativity and “out-of-the- 

box” techniques, materials and equipment were going   

to be required if this project was going to stay on time 

and budget.

With over 7000ft of A/C line set required and some runs 

of over 100ft, it was determined by the HVAC contractor 

that YogaPipe ACR was a great match to the four 12 ton 

Mitsubishi R2 VRF systems. These units are the cutting 

edge of today’s cooling technology and were chosen 

because of their ability to modulate heating and cooling 

in various zones of this massive structure.

Truly though, the standout product of the project was 

YogaPipe ACR composite line sets. The products handling 

characteristics allowed it to be pulled through mechanical 

chases and fished through structural areas that would 

have been inaccessible if conventional k-type or hard 

drawn copper was being used.

Additionally, the pre-insulated YogaPipe ACR option that 

is available meant that the contactor had installation-

ready line sets available at a local wholesaler which 

translated into a huge convenience factor and time-

savings; both which equal money saved on any project. 

Overall it was estimated that there was a 30% overall 

labour savings on this project.

Contact your local YogaPipe representative or go to  
YogaPipe.com to see how YogaPipe can work for you.

ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY AND STRENGTH

A LEAP OF FAITH
Old buildings always present a challenge when updating their mechanicals. 

Cutting edge HVAC technology, in the form of Mitsubishi VRF units, is a stark contrast to the 150 year old structure which was not designed 
to accommodate the modern mechanicals required to provide comfort to it’s occupants. YogaPipe allowed 48 tons of cooling to be easily 
and inconspicuously installed on time and on budget.


